In this paper the primary mechanisms for the plasma doping (PLAD) of 3D structures -direct implant, scattered implant, deposition & knock-in, and sputtering (etching) -are discussed. The TRI3DYN code was used to elucidate the roles these various doping mechanisms play. Through-fin SIMS profiles for an arsenic plasma doping process were calculated from the model and compared to experimental results. Further, by adjusting the competition and balance among these different doping mechanisms, we also demonstrate that the doping profile can be tuned on 3D fin structures for a boron plasma doping process.
Sidewall doping mechanisms
shows the schematic diagram depicting the primary plasma sidewall doping mechanisms: direct implant (1a), scattered implant (1b), deposition & knock in (1c) and sputtering (or etching) (1d). Direct implant on a sidewall occurs when incident ions hit the sidewall with an angle or sidewall is sloped with a finite angle. It has been reported that while the ion angular distribution in a pulsed plasma is to a very large degree normal to the plane of the wafer, there can be a small angular spread typically in a range of < 3-5 [6] [7] , which makes it possible for some of the ions to directly implant into fin sidewall. Ions can also reach the fin sidewall when they are scattered off of the fin structure as indicated in Fig 1b. Deposited species on the fin sidewall can be knocked in by incident ions or sputtered neutrals, which is another contributor to fin sidewall doping (1c). Coincident with the previous three mechanisms, sputtering (or etching) of deposition and dopant species on fin sidewall also occurs (1d).
To investigate these four primary mechanisms, a static TRI3DYN model [8] , consisting of a 140nm tall 3D fin structure covered by a 1nm As layer was employed. The incident ions, As and another species, had a total fluence of 5E15/cm 2 at a 2 kV implant voltage [9] . The through-fin SIMS calculated using the above TRI3DYN model is illustrated in Fig. 2 after a simulated chemical clean. An experimental through-fin SIMS result of a similar arsenic PLAD process at 2kV, 5E15/cm 2 (after clean, anneal and DHF strip) is also shown in Fig. 2 for a comparison. The fin structures used in this paper for both modelling and experiment are about 55nm wide and 130nm high on a pitch of 110nm as shown in Fig. 3 . Details of through-fin SIMS sample preparation and post process are described in Ref [1] . The plasma doping process was carried out using an Applied Materials VIISta Plasma Doping (PLAD) System. The configuration and other details of the plasma doping system are described in Ref [5] . Reasonably good agreement is observed between the experimental and modelled through-fin SIMS results. Experimental dopant retention for both fin top and sidewall are lower compared to modelling results. The static model is only an approximation to the experiment because it does not account for the build-up of deposition that a dynamic model would. Other differences may be a result of the variations between the model and the actual plasma process conditions and, additional dopant loss occurring during the post-anneal DHF strip employed for the experimental through-fin SIMS sample.
Doping profile tuning
In this portion of the paper we demonstrate how various diborane plasma parameters can be varied to bring about different 3D doping results. These parameter changes were informed by our experimental and modeling work discussed in Section 3. dopant distributions in the 3D fin structure shown in Fig. 3 can be modulated by changing process parameters. The fin top and sidewall doses shown in these figures were calculated based on the method described in Ref [10] . The reported sidewall dose is the average dose along the fin sidewall. Fig. 4 illustrates an example of an enhanced fin top dose with a suppressed fin sidewall dose, which occurs by increasing parameter C. The fin top dose increases from 4.3E14/cm 2 to 1.3E15/cm 2 and 2.5E15/cm 2 as parameter C increases from C1 to C2 and C3, whereas the fin sidewall dose remains ~2.5E14/cm 2 . Fig. 5 shows that when parameter P increases from P1 to P2 and P3, the fin sidewall boron dose increases from ~3E14/cm 2 to ~8.8E14/cm 2 and ~1.7E15/cm 2 (Fig. 3b) . The fin top dose, however, increases slowly from 4E14/cm 2 to 5.4E14/cm 2 and saturated at 6.4E14/cm 2 with P3. Both traditional beamline and plasma doping processes typically result in much higher fin top doses compared to the fin sidewall. Here we have demonstrated the capability of reversing the dopant distributions on the fin top and sidewall by employing particular process conditions for this PLAD boron process.
As another example, using process parameter set A we have typically observed relatively weaker dopant retention at the lower bottom of fin sidewall as shown by the arrow in Figs. 6a & 6b. For a different set of process parameters, B, we demonstrate that the boron dopant concentration at bottom fin sidewall can be enhanced. Fig. 7b shows XTEM images of a fin structure after having been processed with Condition P2 and subsequent anneal. Note that there is no fin erosion or residual damage compared to the no implant reference XTEM (7a).
Conclusions
We have obtained reasonably good understanding of sidewall doping mechanisms of the plasma doping process. Through-fin SIMS calculations using the TRI3DYN model, which is based on the binary collision approximation, have demonstrated reasonably good agreement with experiemental results for an arsenic process. This physical understanding was then used to optimize PLAD diborane processes for 3D structures. Tailored dopant distributions on these structures were achieved by adjusting the parameters available to the PLAD process engineer for diborane plasma doping processes. Varying these parameters modifies the competition among implantation, deposition & knock in, sputtering (or etching). Sidewall to fin top dopant conformality can reach ~1 or even higher when employing optimized conidtions. No fin erosion and/or residual defects were observed after annealing. 
